Macrolotto Zero
Toscana, Italy

Description: located close to ancient city; characteristics of a suburban area: urban deterioration,
lack of public spaces, sub-allocations of personal services and physical barriers; high building density;
maximum exploitation of residential and productive areas; since beginning of 2000s deep change in
social framework; abandonment of area by citizens and companies has favored the establishment of the
Chinese community - creating a critical area from an urban social / environmental point of view (character
of isolation)
Vision: to intervene on urban and social structure to carry out regeneration policies able to make the area
more livable, attractive, lively e.g. reusing the existing manufacturing buildings; re-functionalizing to host
social and cultural activities; defining an “eco-neighborhood” with resilience to climate change
Unique specifity: peculiar urban characterization; Chinese population represents more than half of the
resident population; neighborhood appears resistant to real integration; general objective: raising living
quality; meeting point for sociality and a prototype of urban regeneration to be replicated in other parts of
the city
Challenges: social degradation; lack of physical place of meeting and socialization; substantial presence
of foreign population (63,9%); increase problems of communication and socialization; to stimulate social
transformation
Solutions: insert elements of innovation capable of improving the identity of the place; Municipal
Administration has acquired the buildings and the areas necessary for urban transformation; retraining
and re-functionalization of abandoned industrial buildings; demolition of buildings; rediscover public
spaces; creating a system of slow mobility; a system of new open public spaces becomes the backbone
of the transformation; create an eco-neighborhood

Ecological value of land:
Use stage energy cost for public buildings:
Share of renewable energy on total final thermal energy consumption:
Total GHG Emissions from energy used:
Consumption of water for residential population:
Ambient (outdoor) air quality with respect to particulates:
Quality of pedestrian and bicycle network:
Community involvement in urban planning activities:

25%
4,079 Euro/m²/year
76,79 %
6,42 kg CO2eq./m²/year
11,08 m3/occupant/year
21 days/year
3054m/100 inhabitants
Level 3

Lessons learned: from similar neighborhoods; from Mediterranean countries e.g. Italy has developed a
unique waste management system; studying projects dealing with the problem of plastic in the sea; e.g.
eco tourist programme “Blue bag”
Efforts: immigration guidelines; network of associations; urban creations; Chinese New Year; Zen
Zero Meeting participator path; Pop House Garden / Pop Art; Save the Children; Dialogue of migrant
communities
Target group: two levels of scale and differentiated users; local scale: residents or workers in the
neighborhood; territorial scale: entire urban community
Financing: totoal cost of € 8,757,000 of which € 5,772,000 as co-financing of the Tuscany Region; €
2.986.000 funded directly by the Municipality of Prato;
Success: modify urban and architectural structure without renouncing the peculiar characteristics of
neighborhood; defining spaces together with users and designers; common strategy for the Metropolitan
Market; definition phase of the Playground with citizens; wide and careful participation; the interest and
attention of the citizens that has been able to stimulate
Future perspective / Recommendations: focus on a greater settlement quality of the neighborhood; on
a better endowment of public services and facilities; challenge lies in sharing between the Municipality
and the community the management / maintenance of the spaces and the entire area to guarantee the
conservation of a high level of urban well-being

State:
Region:
City:
Size:
Inhabitants:
Project by population:
Sort of project:

Italy
Toscana
Prato
44 ha
5.097 inhabitants
Area in cities over 50.001 inhabitants
Area under a planned or project phase retrofitting

